POI WHITEPAPER
Delivering DApps in every mobile phone…
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INTRODUCTION
• POICOIN is a unique brainchild developed in
the heart of Africa and aims to rebuild Africa's
dying economy by becoming Africa's First Coin
in Value Exchange and Empowerment by
putting the blockchain in every mobile phone!
• POICOIN has a unique vision to deliver a
blockchain environment with a value system
of exchange that powers the economy uniting
the current blockchain compliant individuals
and businesses with the vast untapped nonblockchain user and fresh blockchain users
alike through diverse Systemic DApps
powered by blockchain technology.
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• POICOIN is changing the game by
developing better DApps that serve as
real-time practical solutions to the reallife problems in Africa and beyond.
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THE PROBLEM
1. Unavailability of everyday products and services
on the blockchain platform to attract the vast
non-blockchain users.
2. Inability to trade globally using preferred
medium of payments.
3. Complex and slow platform that makes it
difficult for people to efficiently use the
platforms without undergoing rigorous
trainings.
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THE PROBLEM
4. The Middleman between producers/e-commerce
and consumers/users makes payment processing
much more difficult and too expensive.
5. Unavailability of a secure payment system that
allows merchants accept digital currencies.
6. Inability to securely convert digital currencies like
bitcoin and ether to local currencies fast and easy.
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WHY POI?
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POI is Providing Solutions
including but not limited to:
1. Creating an ecommerce/marketplace where producers
and consumers can spend digital currencies efficiently.
2. Connecting Producers/Merchants to Consumers/Users
seamlessly and eliminating the middleman syndrome.
3. Training and Empowerment of SMEs with seed capital
as Grant/Interest Free Loan.
4. Making the adoption of digital currency easier by
creating simple, understandable and fast DApps that
can help anyone to get involved.
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POI is Providing Solutions
including but not limited to:
5. Creating DApps to enable every user make transactions
seamlessly with their mobile devices
6. Breaching the gap that exist in the e-Commerce industry
using digital currencies.
7. Creating better payment systems to enable merchants
accept digital currencies. Accepting and sending payments
globally and seamlessly.
8. Creating a platform that securely allows anyone convert
bitcoins and ethers to their local currencies at very
affordable costs.
9. Ecommerce platform with reward via cashbacks for
spending POI.
10. Ecosystem Staking and Rewards platform for every
member.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
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The increasing use of mobile
devices for making payments and
the growing digital payment
transactions across the world has
made experts believe that the
overall mobile payment industry
which stood at $10.4bn in 2017 and
hit $1.18 trillion in 2019 is projected
to reach the $8.27 trillion mark by
2027. Some of the factors
contributing to this growth are as
follows.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
i.

Growing Global E-commerce: Amazon is the
biggest online retailer in terms of popularity
and sales. It is the preferred choice of over
50% of shoppers around the world. With more
people shopping online, the number of digital
transactions are also increasing.
ii. Consumer Interest: An American Express
survey in 2017 revealed that 79% of buyers
who prefer in-store shopping might go with
online if free-delivery was offered. People also
said that they would choose to shop online if
they get discounts.

Chart Title
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MARKET ANALYSIS
iii. Multiple Payment Options: With digital
payments, users get the ability to choose from
a variety of payment options such as debit
cards, credit cards, digital wallets, net banking,
to name a few. People are dropping cash
transactions and going with digital
transactions.
iv. Increase In Digital Payments: With the
continuous rise in the number of digital wallets
and payment gateways, even the card
transactions are becoming a thing of the past.
Digital payments via dedicated mobile wallets
are more convenient, secure and user-friendly
and have already surpassed the popularity of
cards.

Chart Title
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MARKET ANALYSIS
iii. Demand For Contactless Payments: The
coronavirus COVID-19 has had significant
impact on the global economy and humans. It
has drastically changed the channels and
modes of money transactions used by
consumers and merchants. In March 2020, the
World Health Organisation (WHO)
recommended the consumers across the globe
to adopt contactless payment mode. This is
likely to raise the payment transactions using
mobile devices and boost contactless
payments such as QR Codes and Tap to Pay by
Near Field Payment (NFC) among others.

Chart Title
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MARKET ANALYSIS
In summary, digital payments are expected to take
over the payment industry sooner than later. Even
though credit and debit cards are still the primary
methods for online payments, the technological
rise of contactless payments and especially
blockchain-based digital payments is certainly
going to cause some disruptive transformations in
the way merchant-consumer transactions are
made. The use of cryptocurrency as a peer-to-peer
payment mechanism is only going to increase in
the days to come.

Chart Title
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THE OPPORTUNITY
In a continent that already embraces mobile money, Digital Currency
offers advantages for a young, tech-savvy population. Africa is a fertile
ground for mobile money. So it's easier for Africans to understand as
opposed to people in the West who already have more financial
inclusion and easy access to banking systems. Statistics show that;

• Monthly cryptocurrency transfers to and
•
from Africa under $10,000 (€8,500) shot up
by 55% over the past year, reaching a peak
of $316 million in June, 2020.
• There are more than 20 million users using
online payment system at present in Nigeria
alone.
•
• Mobile subscribers increased by 44% which
is about 444 million users in 2019 and is
expected to increase by 634 million by 2025.

For Africans in the diaspora sending
money back home, the cost of bank
transfers is astronomical but digital
currencies can allow people to practically
send money back to Africa for very little
fee or even free in some cases.
Digital currencies are now an alternative
to traditional government-managed
currencies where there's historically been
so many errors and negative side-effects.
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WHAT IS POI ?
POI adopted its name from the Hawaiian POI, a superfood
Sacred for life giving ability. Similarly, POI is designed to give life
to every area of the African continent and global continent by
extension via its unique DApps with diverse features suitable for
everyday living.
POI is a decentralized Ethereum blockchain-based Digital
Currency built with the ERC20 Standard for Smart contracts with
an innovative service architecture offering the entire
cryptocurrency community a seamless and secured mode of
trustless transactions backed by smart contracts. POI was
created with the sole purpose of delivering blockchain DApps to
every mobile phone in Africa and the globe in extension.
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WHAT IS POI?
Our leading cutting-edge technology will keep us well positioned in
the Third world countries to sustain our offering of exceptional
economic transformation. We believe our success will hinge on
deploying DApps which satisfies every member of the POI community
in terms of, but not limited to, acceptability, broad use-case, speed of
transaction, ease of use, efficient mobile interface, low transaction
fees as well as helping to unlock real value to
businesses/entrepreneurs thereby increasing the economic and
purchasing power of the people in everyday living.
With POI, we can change lives in Africa and the world at large one
blockchain at a time.
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TOKEN INFORMATION

5%

TOKEN NAME:

POICOIN
12%

COIN TICKER

TOKEN SALES

POI

MARKETING

8%

TOTAL SUPPLY

ECO SYSTEM

800,000,000
55%

DECIMAL
TOKEN NETWORK
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10%

SPECIAL PROJECTS &
PARTNERSHIP
FOUNDERS & TEAM
RESERVE

Ethereum
10%

IEO PRICE

$0.25

CONTRACT ADDRESS: 0x2326166adDedA51301960c4FD888C22A8F9d6F6e
(Please Do Not Send Ether To This Address)
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TOKEN SALES
The token sales will be in three broad categories:
1. PreSales: Maximum POI available for private sale is capped
at 100M POI and will be held on a “First Come, First Served”
basis during the second quarter of 2021. Presale at 1 POI =
$0.05 with a minimum Contribution of $1,000.
2. ICO will be offered in two phases of $0.10 and $0.15 per
token in phase 1 and phase 2 respectively. Tokens sold in
Pre-ICO and ICO will have lockdown with terms of linear
monthly release as stated on project website.
3. Initial Exchange Offering (IEO): The IEO will be organized in
2nd Quarter of 2021 on major crypto currency exchanges
with starting price of $0.25 per token.
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INNOVATIVE ADOPTION FEATURES
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POI is aimed at being a major utility token of
exchanges for value added service and
features including but not limited to:
Wallet Services:
One of the best benefits of POI is that
you will get your own dedicated crypto
currency that will have many
applications in the real and virtual
applications. The token once launched
can be used for making payments,
money transfers, and more. The Wallet
will ensure that the POI ecosystem can
effectively interact with the technology
is a safe and smooth way.
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INNOVATIVE ADOPTION FEATURES
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DApps:
An open source platform that will
allow programmers across the
globe to create innovative and
cutting edge technological
applications for the Ecosystem.
These DApps powered by Smart
Contracts will cut across utility
service like, but not limited to,
hospitality, food & beverage,
healthcare, finance,
entertainment and e-commerce
etc.
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INNOVATIVE ADOPTION FEATURES
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Global Exchange:
The Company will also release its
own cryptocurrency exchange
where the holder of POI can
participate in trading (selling &
buying) of their tokens. This
removes the need for any external
exchange, however, POI will still
work on some major crypto
exchanges where they are listed.
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INNOVATIVE ADOPTION FEATURES
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Ecosystem:
A vibrant Ecosystem will be built around
POI and members of the ecosystem will
have access to lots of discounted
services and products using the POI as
means of payment or exchange. The
Ecosystem will also be incentivized with
lots of bonuses, empowerment
programs and access to highly sort after
resources at unbelievable discounts and
members can also receive rewards for
staking their tokens in a long and short
period.
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INNOVATIVE ADOPTION FEATURES
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Payment Gateways:
Deployment of a payment
gateway that will ensure
processing time is brought to the
barest minimum and guarantee
every transaction within the POI
ecosystem is seamless with high
liquidity backup.
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INNOVATIVE ADOPTION FEATURES
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Market Place/E-Commerce:
The Market Place will comprise of diverse merchants
and producers synchronizing with the global
community of consumers for their various products
and services accepting/sending POI as a mean of value
exchange.
Products/Services:
Special Products and Services will be launched on the
POI network at the highest discount the industry can
ever know as an incentive to the ecosystem
Strategic Partnership:
As required, Strategic partnership will be entered into
with major companies/Agencies to further enrich the
user experience of the POI ecosystem.
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INNOVATIVE ADOPTION FEATURES
POS and Debit Cards:
The need for local currency cannot be totally done
away with just yet as there various levels and
degree of acceptance for the cryptocurrency.
There are a vast majority of Africans who will
embrace cryptocurrency if they are assured of a
hitch-free means to convert to their local currency
as and when needed. POS and ATM devices
deployed at specific locations across smaller
communities will be a strategic means to taking
the blockchain to the grass root of African
Communities especially! Special debit cards will be
issued to the ecosystem which will ensure hitch
free access to funds always at time of purchase.
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ROAD MAP
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Q1. 2022
Ecosystem Launch
Ecosystem Mobile Apps
Ecosystem
Products/Services

Q4. 2021
Q1. 2021
Private Sales
Create Project Website
Token Wallet Creation

Q4. 2020
Token Creation
Preparation to Launch

Exchange Launch
Exchange Mobile Apps
Create Ecosystem Website
POI Staking & Reward

Q4. 2022
Consolidation,
Further Upgrade
And Deployment

Q2. 2021
Private Pre-Sale
Phase 1
Airdrop Giveaway
Phase 2

Q3. 2022
Q3. 2021
IEO Launchpad
Exchange Listing
Poi Staking Beta

Ecosystem E-commerce
Token Debit Card Deployment
POS Deployment
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FURTHER VALUE ADDED FEATURES
The importance of continuous development, upgrade,
deployment of diverse technologies cannot be over
emphasized. POI understands that Today’s Success is
Tomorrow’s mediocrity, hence the need for continuous
upgrade, research and development in order to remain
relevant to the times and achieve her goals.

EXCHANGE PARTNERS
Prior to creating its own cryptocurrency exchange, POI
will be listed and traded on major cryptocurrency
exchanges to increase its user reach and enrich
community experience thus driving its value and
helping achieve its goals.
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THE TEAM

Paul-Omon Inegbedion

Barr. Anastasia Odia

(Founder, Blockchain Developer
& Entrepreneur)

(Legal Counsel)

Jane Antonza Dogo
(Corporate & Social
Responsibility Consultant)

Samuel Mendy
FCCA, MCMI, FMAAT, MA, MBA
(Financial Analyst & Investment
Consultant)

THE TEAM
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Titilayo Oyinsan.
Stephen Jude
(Blockchain Developer & Enthusiast)

(Media Consultant & Digital Asset
Enthusiast)

Susan Adun

Ikechukwu Kelvin Dikeojo

(Digital Marketing Expert &
Business Strategist)

(Graphics Designer & Crypto Enthusiast)

